
There is no denying that we live in a toxic world and that our bodies are being
constantly bombarded by a multitude of chemicals and toxins every day.

In fact, it is estimated that we are exposed to over two million different toxic
chemicals each day. If you think of yourself as a sponge that you’re trying to
dry in the sun but someone keeps spraying or tipping water onto, you can
imagine how hard it would be to dry.

This is like the challenge our bodies have as
they work overtime to try and eliminate toxins.

Many experts agree that the toxins we are absorbing through our skin, what
we eat and drink and the air we breathe are connected to many health
challenges and serious illnesses. So, it makes sense to try and eliminate our
exposure to them as much as we can.

Natural Weed Killers

BODY  RESET  -  DAY  25
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Today I commit caring for my body and ridding my garden of as many
chemicals as I can.

Action Step

The Gardening Australia Team suggests some
organic options for killing weeds that will help

you to give your body a break from toxic
chemicals.

Salt and Vinegar: Mix one cup of common salt in one litre of vinegar. If you
want a stronger vinegar buy it from a gardening shop as it has 20% vinegar
compared to the      5% vinegar 95% water in most household vinegar bottles.
Once it’s dissolved, brush it directly onto weeds. Be careful what you brush it
onto, as it kills anything it touches.

Boiling water: Pulling out deep-rooted weeds from pavers successfully can be
hard to do so they can simply be killed by carefully pouring boiling water onto
them.

Vegetable oil: If you’re having trouble with Bulbous weeds like Onion Weed or
Oxalis and      can’t dig the entire plant out, possibly because of its position, if
you inject vegetable oil very carefully into the soil around the bulb, you can
suffocate it. It will simply die and rot into the soil.
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The Gardening Australia Team suggests some
organic options for killing weeds that will help

you to give your body a break from toxic
chemicals.

Iron sulphate: This is a plant nutrient that burns broad-leafed plants. Put two
dessert spoons into an old stocking and then sit the stocking in one litre of
water. Crush the stocking against the edge of the container, this will help to
break up any granules that may clog the holes in the can or spray. This solution
will cover two square metres of turf and kill most broad-leaf weeds and moss,
but will leave dead patches. N.B. if you get this on your clothes or something
you didn’t intend to, wash it straight away as this solution will stain.

Drowning: Plants that can't be safely composted like Oxalis, Kikuyu and Couch
Grass you can dig out and drown in a bucket of water. Make sure to keep the
clod of dirt with it to ensure you don’t lose any. This kills the plant and seeds
and can be made into a garden tonic.

Solarisation: Put weeds - including bulbs, seeds and roots - into a plastic
garbage bag and leave somewhere hot and sunny for a month or two so they
are killed by the heat. The residue can be composted, but don’t add it too soon.

Sheet solarisation: This is best done in Summer by covering a larger area of
weeds with clear plastic, pinned down the edges with something like bricks.
Leave for at least eight weeks to 'cook' the plants to death. Once dead you can
leave them to add their biomass to the soil.

Sheet or sandwich mulching AKA sheet composting: This might be something
you’d do when preparing a new garden be or vegetable patch. Water the soil,
then lay down at least six sheets of newspaper over the area to be cleared. Lay
10cm of organic mulch over the top, then add a sprinkle of blood and bone, to
activate the mulch, and water in. Leave at least three to six months before
digging and you'll be left with a weed-free space that's ready to plant.

Gardening can be so rewarding, relaxing and beautifying, so let’s enjoy it!
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NOTES:

I am worthy of treating my body like a temple and making the changes that
allow my health to be of priority.

Affirmation


